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Abstract. We summarize a series of numerical experiments of collisional dynamics in dense stellar
systems such as globular clusters (GCs) and in weakly collisional plasmas using a novel simula-
tion technique, the so-called Multi-particle collision (MPC) method, alternative to Fokker-Planck
and Monte Carlo approaches. MPC is related to particle-mesh approaches for the computation of
self consistent long-range fields, ensuring that simulation time scales with N logN in the number
of particles, as opposed to N2 for direct N -body. The collisional relaxation effects are modelled
by computing particle interactions based on a collision operator approach that ensures rigorous
conservation of energy and momenta and depends only on particles velocities and cell-based
integrated quantities.
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1. Introduction

The evolution of self-gravitating systems and plasmas is mainly dominated by collective
mean-field processes due to their large number of particles N and the long-range nature
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of the 1/r2 gravitational or Coulombian force. The typical dynamical scale tdyn of such
systems is of the order of 1/

√
Gρ̄, where G is the gravitational constant and ρ̄ is some

mean mass density, for the self-gravitating systems, and proportional to the inverse of
the plasma frequency ωP =

√
4πnee2/me, where ne, e and me are the number density,

charge and mass of the electrons, for plasmas.
Collisional processes typically contribute to the dynamics on a time scale that is a

function† of N as tc ≈ tdyn lnN/N , that in the case of gravitating systems may exceed
several times the age of the Universe (see Binney & Tremaine (2008)), while in plasma
physics is always regulated by temperature and mean free path. For these reasons, the
numerical modelling of systems governed by 1/r2 forces is usually carried out by means
of collisionless approaches such as the widely uses particle-mesh or particle-in-cell (PIC)
schemes (see e.g. Hockney & Eastwood (1988); Dehnen & Read (2011)). However, there
are several examples of of systems that are (at least partially) dynamically regulated by
collisions. In particular, dense stellar systems such as globular clusters or galactic cores
can be largely in collisional regimes, while their modelling in terms of “honest” direct
N−body simulations with a one-to-one correspondence between stars and simulation
particles remain still challenging due to the (relatively) large size N of the order of 106. In
plasma physics, collisional systems can be found in trapped one component ion or electron
plasmas (see Dubin & O’neil (1999)) or ultracold neutral plasmas (see Killian et al.
(2005)), while a transition between collisional and collisionless plasma regimes is expected
in the scrape-off layer of tokamaks (see Fundamenski (2005)).

Numerical simulations of collisional stellar systems usually employ the Monte Carlo
technique or hybrid particle-mesh direct N−body schemes. Vice versa, PIC plasma codes
based on the solution of the Vlasov-Maxwell equations on some reduced geometry rely
on analytic or semi-analytic methods to reconstruct the collision integral in the kinetic
picture.
In a series of papers, we have implemented a novel approach to the simulation of

both gravitational and Coulomb collisional systems based on the so-called multiparticle
collision operator (hereafter MPC), originally developed by Malevanets & Kapral (1999)
in the context of mesoscopic fluid dynamics (see also Gompper et al. (2009) and references
therein for an extensive review). Here we give a brief introduction of the method and
highlight the major results obtained so far.

2. Overview of the method

The MPC scheme in a three-dimensional simulation domain containing N particles
partitioned in Nc cells, amounts to a cell-dependent rotation of an angle αi of the parti-
cle’s relative velocity vectors δvj = vj − ucom,i in the centre of mass frame of each cell i,
so that

v′
j = ucom,i + δvj,⊥cos(αi) + (δvj,⊥ ×Ri)sin(αi) + δvj,‖. (2.1)

In the formulae above Ri is a random axis chosen for the given cell, δvj,⊥ and δvj,‖ are
the relative velocity components perpendicular and parallel to Ri, respectively and

ucom,i =
1

mtot,i

ni∑

j=1

mjvj ; mtot,i =

ni∑

j=1

mj . (2.2)

For each cell, if the rotation angle αi is chosen randomly by sampling a uniform distribu-
tion, after the vectors δvj are rotated back around Ri by −αi, the linear momentum and
the kinetic energy are conserved exactly in each cell, from which follows the conservation

† Note that N corresponds to the total number of particles of the systems in the gravitational
case, while it is the average number of particles, ions or electrons, withing a Debye length for
plasmas.
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of the total parent quantities (see e.g. Di Cintio et al. (2017)), at variance with other
previously implemented collision schemes, such as for example the Nambu (1983) method
that imposes the conservation of the kinetic energy only, while breaking the conservation
of linear momentum (that is preserved only in time average).
By introducing an additional constraint on the rotation angles αi, one can add the

conservation of a component of the total angular momentum of the cell Li (see e.g.
Noguchi & Gompper (2008)). In this case αi is given by

sin(αi) =− 2aibi
a2i + b2i

; cos(αi) =
a2i − b2i
a2i + b2i

, (2.3)

where

ai =

Ni∑

j=1

[rj × (vj − ui)] |z; bi =

Ni∑

j=1

rj · (vj − ui). (2.4)

In the expression above rj are the particles position vectors, and with [x]|z we assume
that we are considering (without loss of generality) the component of the vector x parallel
to the z axis of the simulation’s coordinate system, which implies that in our case the z
component of the cell angular momentum is conserved.
The exact conservation of the total angular momentum inside the cell can be enforced

by choosing Ri parallel to the direction of the cell’s angular momentum vector Li and
using the definition of ai accordingly.
In our implementation of the MPC method, the collision step is always conditioned to

a cell-dependent probability accounting for “how much the system is collisional” locally.
The latter is defined as

pi =Erf (βΔtνc) , (2.5)

where Δt is the simulation timestep, νc is the collision frequency, β is a dimensionless
constant of the order of twice the number of the simulation cells, and Erf(x) is the
standard error function. In Equation (2.5) the collision frequency is given by

νc =
8πG2m̄2

i n̄ log Λ

σ3
i

(2.6)

for the gravitational case, where n̄ is the mean stellar number density, m̄i and σi are the
average particle mass and the velocity dispersion in the cell, respectively, and by

νc =
4πe4ne log Λ

m
1/2
e T 3/2

(2.7)

for the plasma case, where T is the electron temperature. In both cases the Coulomb
logarithm log Λ of the maximum to minimum impact parameter is usually taken of order
10 for the systems of interest. Otherwise, it can also be evaluated cell-dependently.
Once Equation (2.5) is evaluated in each cell, a random number p∗i is sampled from

a uniform distribution in the interval [0, 1] and the multi-particle collision is applied for
all cells for which p∗i ≤ pi.
Between two applications of the MPC operator, the particles are propagated under the

effect of the self-consistent gravitational or electromagnetic fields, obtained by solving on
a grid the Poisson or Maxwell equations with standard finite elements schemes. From the
point of view of the computational cost, for a given initial condition and fixing the order
of the particle integrator and time step, the MPC simulations are on average a factor 5
faster than direct N−body calculation in the range of N between 103 to 106. Adding the
conservation of angular momentum and including the binaries (or processes of electron
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(a) (b)

Figure 1. a) Number of escapers as function of time for a cluster with N = 32000 particles
propagated with mpcdss (solid line) and nbody6 (squares). b) Evolution of the central density
for a core collapsing cluster evolved with mpcdss (filled symbols) and nbody6 (empty symbols).

capture or collisional ionization in the plasma codes) typically reduces the computationl
gain of a factor two with respect to other codes.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Evolution of Globular clusters

Di Cintio et al. (2021) and Di Cintio et al. (2022a) performed a wide range of hybrid
MPC-Particle-mesh simulations of globular clusters with the mpcdss code, investigating
the effect of a mass spectrum on the dynamics of core collapse, with particle num-
bers up to N = 106, different radial anisotropy profiles while adopting the widely used
Plummer density distribution. Low resolution simulations with N = 32000 have been
compared to their counterparts performed with the direct N−body code nbody6 (see
Nitadori & Aarseth (2012)) using the exact same initial conditions. Overall we observed
a good agreement between the two approaches in the low N limit in the evolution of
indicators such as the fraction of escapers (i.e. particles with positive total energy being
outside a given cut-off radius) shown in panel a) of Fig. 1 or the mean density ρ0 evalu-
ated within a fixed radius of the order one tenth of the initial scale radius, see panel b)
of the same figure. The slight discrepancy between the evolution of said central density
observed at late stages of the collapse can be ascribed to the fact that the MPC and the
N−body simulations have radically different force-evaluation schemes, and, due to the
intrinsically chaotic nature of the N−body problem, particle trajectories can differ sen-
sibly even starting with analogous initial conditions. This reflects in the fact that denser
regions where particle encounters happen more frequently could show rather complex
fluctuations.
In models with a mass spectrum we confirm the theoretical self-similar contraction

picture but with a dependence on the slope of the mass function. Moreover, the time
of core collapse shows a non-monotonic dependence on the slope that holds also for
the depth of core collapse and for the dynamical friction timescale of heavy particles.
Cluster density profiles at core collapse show a broken power law structure, suggesting
that central cusps are a genuine feature of collapsed cores.
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Figure 2. a) Electron velocity distribution along the direction of the electric field. b) Electron
velocity distribution in the transverse direction. c) Electron kinetic energy distribution. d) Ion
kinetic energy distribution. All distributions are evaluated at t∼ 700/ωP for different values of
T0 (indicated in figure) and Ez = 0.1 in computer units.

In addition we also investigated the dynamics of a central intermediate mass black hole
(IMBH) finding that the latter, independently on the structure of the mass spectrum and
the anisotropy profiles accelerates the core collapse while making it shallower. In general
we also observe that the presence of a mass spectrum results in a way large wander radius
of the IMBH for fixed total stellar mass and different masses of the IMBH itself.
The results on the structure and evolution of velocity dispersion and anisotropy profiles

of cluster with central IMBHs are to be published elsewhere (Di Cintio et al. (2022b)).

3.2. Weakly collisional plasmas

The most part of the MPC simulations performed with the tropic3o code (see
Di Cintio et al. (2015), Di Cintio et al. (2017)) where devoted to the investigation of
the transition between different regimes of anomalous energy transport in low dimen-
sional (1D and 2D, see Lepri et al. (2019)) toy set-ups aiming at shedding some light on
the heat flux profile structure along magnetic field lines crossing strong temperature gra-
dients in weakly collisional plasmas, relevant for magnetic fusion devices. Ciraolo et al.
(2018) found a surprisingly good agreement between the electron temperature profiles
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between a hot source and a cold interface obtained by MPC simulations with the corre-
sponding profiles evaluated by 1D fluid codes with a semi-analytical collisional closure of
the fluid equations and a non-local definition of the heat flux accounting for suprathermal
particles.
Lepri et al. (2021) further investigated the nonequilibrium steady states of a 1D models

of finite length L in contact with two thermal-wall heat reservoirs, finding a clear crossover
from a kinetic transport regime to an anomalous (hydrodynamic) one over a characteristic
scale proportional to the cube of the collision time among particles. In addition, test
simulations of models with thermal walls injecting particles with given non thermal
velocity. showed that for fast and relatively cold particles, smaller systems never establish
local equilibrium keeping non-Maxwellian velocity distributions.
Di Cintio et al. (2018) used MPC simulations to study the non thermal profiles of the

weakly ionized media in filamentary structures in molecular clouds finding that strong
collisions in dense regions enforce the production of high velocity tails in the particle’s
distribution, able to climb the gravitational potential well of the filament, thus forming
hot and diffuse external envelopes without additional heat sources from the intergalactic
media or star formation feedback. Density and temperature profiles obtained in these
numerical experiments qualitatively mach the observed transverse profiles of both gas
density and temperature.
The possibility to incorporate an energy and momentum preserving particle-based col-

lisional operator in plasma codes opens the possibility to study problems involving the
presence of different species or complex non-thermal processes without making strong
assumptions on a (possibly unknown) phase-space distribution function. In particular, we
aim at studying the mechanism of electron run-away in presence of net electrostatic fields
and/or violation of the plasmas quasineutrality. We performed some preliminary test sim-
ulations in a 3D periodic geometry aiming at observing the formation of a suprathermal
tail in the velocity distribution when applying a constant electric field E along one of
the three spatial coordinates, for different values of the initial electron temperature T0

at fixed density ne and assuming that electrons and ions are initially at equilibrium. In
Fig. 2 we show the electron velocity distributions along the direction of E (z, without
loss of generality) and one of the transverse directions f(vz) and f(vx), panels a) and b).
It appears clearly that for fixed density and therefore fixed mean free path, systems with
lower initial electron temperature are less and less prone to develop non thermal tails
along the direction of the fixed external field as particles accelerated by such field suffer
a stronger dynamical friction effect due to the lower velocity dispersion, as theorized by
Dreicer (1959). Further increasing T0 produces more and more deformed f(vz) while the
velocity distribution in the transverse directions f(vx) regains a thermal structure when
T0 is larger than some critical value for which the hotter systems are basically collision-
less and the different degrees of freedom are decoupled. This is also evident from the full
differential kinetic energy distribution n(K) (see panel c, same figure), where the “mono-
chromatic” peak at K ≈ 1.5× 102 in computer units appears only for systems starting
with somewhat intermediate values of T0. Being heavier (in this case with a mass ratio
of 2× 103), and thus having lower mobility, ions do not bare any peculiar structure in
their kinetic energy distributions even at late times of the order of thousand of plasma
oscillations, such that their n(K) corresponding to different T0 can be collapsed onto one
another (panel d).
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